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LIFE GROUP LEADERS TRAINING MANUAL  

Thank you for stepping up and choosing to be a Life Group leader. Our dream is to be a 

small church with lots of people! By serving in this capacity, you will assist us to:  
• connect new people to the church;  
• pastor and care for people in our church;  
• create a small community where people can experience true fellowship and grow in strong 

meaningful relationships;  
• develop and empower leaders.  

We have carefully & deliberately created a system where you, as a leader, are cared for too.  
You will be paired with an Coach, or an Coaching couple. This structure provides a necessary 

spiritual covering, a very strong support for you and friendly accountability.  

Enjoy being a Life Group leader, dream your dreams and let’s see what God will do!  

We appreciate you!  
Paul & Marinette  

Our Purpose:  

To reach people that are far from God and help them become fully devoted 

followers of Christ. We do this through building a dynamic church in George that 

starts new churches and supports the Zambia Project.   

“So others may live”    

Our Life Groups Vision:  

“To have Life Groups in every suburb of George & its surrounding towns. Our 

dream is for every person that calls Hope Church home to belong to a Life Group.”  

Our Life Groups operate on the basis that they will multiply once they reach a certain size 

and a new leader is ready for the multiplication. We can grow our Life Group network 

through multiplication of existing groups as well as starting up new groups.  
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1.  THE HEART OF LIFE GROUPS  

We believe it is essential for us to provide opportunities for people to be in 

close communities with other believers. Our Sunday services are awesome! 

There is nothing like a large group of people worshipping God together. But, 

we also know people can’t have real fellowship in a crowd. Our Life Groups is 

our small group structure where people can really do life together and grow 

together in their relationships with each other and with God.   

Sometimes people feel that they don’t belong at church, because they don’t 

know everyone. If we all knew everyone in church, the average church 

would have only 67 people! This is about the amount of people we can all 

know. To feel that we belong, we don’t have to know everybody, but we 

have to know somebody and somebody needs to be looking out for us. That 

is why Life Groups are so important - people really get to know other people 

there and they are known there too.   

When Jesus started His ministry, the first thing he did was to form a small 

group. He surrounded Himself with 12 men. He didn’t try to do it all on His 

own. He had deep meaningful relationships with the group and they were 

there for Him in very difficult times.  

It is incredible to see in the book of Acts the extraordinary growth of the 

church! We learn so much by seeing how the church in Jerusalem grew and 

where they put all the people and how they cared for them.  

Acts 1:15 There were about 120 believers (this is the upper room, prior to   

          pentecost)  

Acts 2:41 3,000+ people (on the day of pentecost. 1st day of church!) Acts 

2:47 New believers joined them daily!  

Acts 4:4  5,000 men + women & children (minimum 15,000 people!) Acts 

5:14  More & more women & men believed & were added to their             

number.  

Acts 5:28  The critics said: “You have filled Jerusalem with your teaching!”    

   There were about 200,000 to 250,000 people in Jerusalem and             

when the church was 20 years old, there were about 100,000             

believers!   

Acts 6:7  The number of disciples increased rapidly!  
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Acts 21:20  Tens of Thousands have become believers.  The original Greek   

          word  used when Luke wrote the book of Acts is “murias" (moo-  

          ree-as). This is where we get the word “myriad” from which     

 means tens of thousands, a number so large, we can’t count.  

This is the growth we want to see here at Hope Church! So others may live! 

Imagine half of all the people in George belonging to Hope Church? How 

incredible would that not be?  

In Acts 5:42 we see that the people met in the Temple Courts as well as 

house to house. Large Groups worshipped together and small groups met to 

have fellowship. (The courts would hold about 50,000 people standing. They 

didn’t have chairs those days. They also had multiple services.) Here at 

Hope Church we follow this Biblical strategy to care for people and to provide 

space for more believers to join us.   

To be Biblical we need both: Sunday services and Life Groups in the week.  

2. YOU THE LEADER  

Life Group leaders need to be obedient. Let’s take the 12 disciples. When 

Christ came and chose the 12 disciples, he didn't pick the most popular 

people, the most influential people, the people in the know—he didn't even 

pick the most biblically literate people. He looked for ordinary people willing 

to do extraordinary things if they'd follow him. When they followed in 

obedience he took them to doing extraordinary things. So a Life Group 

leader is someone who says, "I don't have my act together, but I am 

obedient, so I'm willing." That's an important step because so many times 

people think, I have to be a Bible scholar before I can lead a Bible study. But 

God doesn't call the equipped; he equips the called. And so the primary 

thing Life Group leaders need to have in their DNA is obedience. The 

second characteristic of a Life Group leader is to be someone who 

cares. That's it. If you care about people and you're willing to lead, you can 

do it.  

Imagine Jesus sitting on a beach eating fish over a BBQ and talking with his 

close friends. He discusses their futures: what they hope for and the things 

they fear (See John 21). It is a familiar scene for the band of disciples. 
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Together they had grown to understand the truths of the Kingdom, learnt to 

love one another, been equipped to serve and grow closer to Jesus.  

This lies at the core of Life Group Leadership. As leaders, this is what we are 

called to do. Have you learnt some things about God you can share with 

others? Can you befriend and love people and connect them together in a 

circle of friendship? Can you encourage someone when they are down? Are 

you able to believe in someone’s potential? Then you can lead a Life Group 

at Hope Church!  

2.1 WHAT A LIFE GROUP LEADER LOOKS LIKE  

With the privilege of leadership comes responsibility. In his pastoral letter to  

Timothy, the Apostle Paul lists some standards for leadership. Read them in 

1 Timothy 3:1-13.  

Leading a Life Group is a key role within Hope Church.  

A Life Group leader is:  

- Passionate about God and people.  

- A person of character and integrity.  

- Committed to personal spiritual growth and leadership development.  

- Supportive of the leadership and vision of the church by prioritising 

involvement in relevant church activities wherever possible.   This 

includes:  

• Regularly attending Sunday services and being part of a Volunteer   

Team that serves on Sundays.  

• Attending quarterly ‘Life Group for Life Group Leaders’ with your Area   

Leaders, Life Group Leaders Training as well as Encounter Evenings.   

• Be supportive of our VALUES at Hope Church; for example have a   

spirit of generosity, (http://hopechurch.org.za/new-here/who-we-are/)  

Read through our values. What are your strengths? Are there any   

areas you can mark for improvement?   

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________  
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2.2  WHAT A LIFE GROUP LEADER DOES  

Leading a Life Group requires our time and effort. As Paul says, to this end 

we labour - not alone - but with the “life and energy of the Holy Spirit who 

powerfully works in us” (Colossians 1:29,30). The rewards of leading a Life 

Group are fulfilling and eternal. There is nothing to compare with seeing 

others grow closer to God. Paul asks us, “What is our hope, our joy, or the 

crown in which we glory in when Jesus comes? Is it not you?”   

(1 Thessalonians 2:19-20). Above all else, people are our glory and joy!  

A Life Group leader:  

• Cares and prays for the people of their group.  

• Runs an inspiring and encouraging Life Group meeting.  

• Takes responsibility for growing their Life Group and raising new Life Group 

leaders.  

• Facilitates social activities that encourages their group to connect with 

each other. (So many people struggle with alcohol & we therefor ask that 

no alcohol is present at any church-related socials.)   

• Gathers their whole Life Group around all Church Events e.g. Sunday 

services, Encounter Nights and Leadership Nights. The group can sit 

together, share the experience and reflect afterwards on how this helped 

them grow as a Christian and a leader.   

• Ensures their Life Group has one Community Outreach each school term 

where they bless and get to know the people in our community.   

• Inspires people to tithe and contribute over and above to our church’s 

community projects, local community churches and the Zambia Project.   

3. A MEETING TO LOOK FORWARD TO  

Let us not give up meeting together as some are in the habit of doing, but 

let us encourage one another – and all the more as you see the Day 

approaching (Hebrews 10:25).  

Read the attached article; “Splash Mountain Small Groups Hosted by Walt 

Disney.”  

Think of a Life Group-type meeting that you really enjoyed. What made it 

encouraging or helpful - so that you were looking forward to the next time 

you’d gather?   

_____________________________________________________________  
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_____________________________________________________________  

In starting Hope Church, Paul & Marinette aimed to build a church they 

actually wanted to go to. Let’s aim to lead a Life Group meeting we want to 

go to!  

3.1  THE UNSEEN ELEMENT  

For where two or three come together in my name, there am I with them 

(Matthew 18:20). It is unseen, yet you know when it’s there and when it’s 

not. It’s invisible yet it is perhaps the most powerful element of a meeting. It 

is atmosphere. A positive atmosphere full of faith, hope and love inspires 

people to grow, facilitates healthy relationship-building and importantly, 

allows the Holy Spirit to work. The goal is to reproduce the atmosphere 

and spirit of our Sunday services in your own home. There should be a 

culture of encouragement, blessing and unity. Your meeting reflects the 

heart of Hope Church! As a leader, it is your role to set the tone and culture 

of your group. Atmosphere does not just happen!  

How can you create an effective atmosphere that builds others up?  

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________  

3.2  THE MEETING PLAN  

One of the challenges for a Life Group leader is staying focused on why the 

group has gathered together—to grow and develop people. It's all about 

people. It's not about your agenda; it's not about the great lesson you 

prepared; it's not about all of the social things that the group likes to do. It's 

about life-on-life learning. So the facilitator has to help the group avoid 

getting sidetracked by knowing that there are a lot of good things and bad 

things that can hijack group discussions, but the group has to stay focused 

on helping people. You've just got to nail this one down first.  

A typical Life Group meeting includes:  

• Start and Finish  

  Life Group meetings last 90 minutes. Please respect people’s time by   

 starting and finishing the meeting promptly. If some want to linger   
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 longer, make sure you officially close the meeting so that remaining   

 members are free to leave. • Time to Connect  

  Allow approximately 20-30 minutes for welcoming and introductions.   

 This time is essential. Also food always helps socially, so empower   

 people to contribute! Be a good host and try to ensure someone    

 connects with every member of your group. You know you have a   

 healthy Life Group when you have to curb conversations to begin the   

 study!  
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• Study Together  

  Our Life Groups all follow the same Bible study based upon what is   

 being preached & taught in our Sunday services. This means that the   

 whole church is moving forward in one direction even if we do not all   

 attend the same service. Please note that your Life Group may    

 facilitate alternative Bible studies at times as you feel needed. Please    just 

always get approval from your Area Leaders before using any    study 

material not provided by Hope Church.   

• Prayer and Spiritual Gifts  

  In each Life Group meeting, pray for each other’s needs, our church   

 vision and leadership as well as anything coming up in the life of our   

 church. Prayer points are included on the study as a guide. This is also  

 an opportunity to encourage others prophetically, always ensuring that  

 our words encourage and build up. Try different combinations in prayer  

 to add variety and help new prayers. For example, pray in pairs or    small 

groups as well as praying corporately.  

3.3 LEADING THE STUDY  

The study time provides opportunity to discuss what we have learnt in  

Sunday services, ask questions and reflect on how we can apply Biblical 

Truth to our lives. The early church leader James wrote: Do not just read 

what the Word says; do it! (from James 1:23-25). Carefully prepare! Look 

up the scriptures. Answer the questions yourself first. Pray and ask the Holy 

Spirit to guide you. Be selective in your use of the discussion questions. If 

people are sharing from their hearts and the discussion is fruitful, do not feel 

locked into completing every question. Encourage people to read from their 

Bibles. Model good use of your Bible. Conclude the study with a challenge or 

an emphasis on how we can apply what we have learnt to our lives.  

We need to always keep in mind that as Life Group leaders we are not 

dispensing information, we’re facilitating transformation. A lecturer 

or a Sunday school teacher dispenses information—they speak, you listen. 

But in a Life Group, the Life Group leader is simply guiding, or shepherding, 

the people in the group so that they experience life change. So the big 

distinction between the roles is: are you dispensing information—which we 

try not to have Life Group Leaders do in Life Group meetings—or are you 

facilitating transformation?  
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3.4 GROUP DYNAMICS  

Your Life Group may be made up of people of all backgrounds, nationalities, 

and spiritual maturity. You will be sure to meet ‘Shy Sally’ and ‘Talkative 

Tom’! You may have new Christians and seasoned theologians!  

Ask open-ended questions to encourage full participation. Avoid doing all the 

talking! A good guideline is the ‘30-70’ rule. i.e. Approximately 70% of 

the speaking should be from members and 30% from the leader. 

Keep the discussion positive and discourage a critical spirit amongst your 

group. Carefully lead the conversation back to the topic when tangents 

occur. Where sensitive issues or complex questions arise in your group, 

follow up one-on-one after the meeting. Remember to ask for advice from 

your Area Leader if you encounter difficulty leading your group.  

3.5  ‘PEOPLE COUNTING’  

The shepherd knew when one sheep was missing from his fold of 100 (Luke 

15:4). As one pastor said, “We count people because people count!” It is 

important that we are faithful with those who have been entrusted to us. 

Every person matters to God. Every number represents a person! Please 

complete our Life Group feedback form after every meeting. This form will 

be received by your Area Leaders & the Life Group Ministry Leaders. You can 

write anything you feel the church leadership need to be aware of, celebrate 

wins and ask any questions. (http://hopechurch.org.za/life-group-feedback/) 

Your Area Leaders will show you how to accurately complete these efficient 

and easy to use online forms.  

GOLDEN RULE  

Never cancel Life Group. If for any reason you cannot make Life Group, get 

someone else to run it for you. It can be someone in your group that is  

ready to lead, or your Area Leaders. Please always let your Area Leader 

know if you are not going to be able to lead your Life Group.   
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4. LIFE GROUPS WHO CARE  

Be shepherds of God’s flock that is under your care, serving as overseers – 

not because you must but because you are willing, as God wants you to be  

(1 Peter 5:2, NIV). In the rural communities of the first century, shepherds 

were a common sight. Traditionally good shepherds were those who knew 

their sheep by name, who protected them from danger, led them to green 

pastures where they could feed and grow and who were willing to even lay 

their life down for them. This describes the heart of Jesus for us (John 

10:11-13). Like a shepherd who cares for the sheep, a Life Group leader 

takes responsibility for the health and welfare of each person in the group. It 

goes beyond just a quick “how are you?” to creating a sense of family where 

people are genuinely loved and cared for.  

4.1 A FAMILY WITHIN THE FAMILY  

God sets the lonely in families (Psalm 68:6). He knows we need a loving 

group of people who know our name and understand who we really are. 

Even though our whole church is a family, it is through Life Groups that we 

can see the church family functioning in relationships of genuine love and 

practical care. As our church gets bigger we also need to get ‘smaller’. In our 

Life Groups we celebrate personal milestones and achievements; we support 

each other through tough times, we believe in each other’s potential and 

show loyalty by keeping confidence when people trust us enough to share. 

How can we care for people in our Life Groups in practical ways? (Visiting 

people in hospital, providing meals for someone who is sick, celebrating 

birthdays’ etc.)  

4.2 OUR MISSION AND STRATEGY  

Just as in the early church, regular small group gatherings in homes are 

central to the life of Hope Church. Life Groups is one of the key strategies 

we use to fulfill our purpose & mission:  

Our purpose is to reach people that are far from God through 

building a dynamic church in George that starts new churches and 

supports the Zambia Project. We exist so others may live.   

Paul & Marinette, pastors of Hope Church George, are also the founders and 

visionary leaders of the Zambia Project (www.zam.co.za).   
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Life Groups are the key mid-week priority just as our Sunday services 

remain the priority within the life of our church.  

5. READY, SET, GO!  

Starting a Life Group is one of the most practical & effective ways to actively 

build the church. Now that you have come this far, are you ready to start a 

new group?  

Readiness Checklist:  

1. Are you growing in your walk with God?  

2. Are you living a life of obedience to Jesus?  

3. Do you care about people?  

4. Have you been water baptised (full immersion)?  

5. Do you carry the heart and spirit of Hope Church?  

6. Have you completed our Discovery Course?  

7. Are you an “owner’ at Hope Church and have you attended our 

Ownership Class (Discovery #4)?   

8. Are you serving at Sunday services as part of one of our volunteer 

teams? (We require our Life Group leaders to volunteer a minimum of 

one service per month.)  

9. Have you read and understood the Life Group Training Manual?  

Some ways that you can connect new people into your group  

• Someone comes and asks you, or a member of your group if they can join 

your group.  

• You, or one of your Life Group leaders meet someone and invite them to 

your group.  

• A person fills in a card at church on a Sunday, a Welcome Home Party or 

Discovery Course, saying they want to join a Life Group. The card goes to 

a call-team member. Once they have contacted the new person after three 

attempts, the call-team member identifies your Life Group as the best fit. 

The call-team member calls or e-mails you so that you can then call the 

new person and invite them to your group. Once you have made contact 

with the new person they meet you and the rest of your Life Group.  

• Someone finds your group’s details from our website and emails you, 

asking to join your group.  

• Pray and wait for people to supernaturally turn up at your Life Group.  
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• By far the most effective way to find people for your group is face-to-face 

connection. Invite the people you meet in Church, volunteer in the connect 

team, on the information team, or join our Discovery & Ownership classes 

to meet new people. These are by far the best ways to build your Life 

Group! Our website is fantastic, but only a back-up to the culture we are 

intentionally creating of meeting people face-to-face and inviting them to 

our Life Groups.  
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We want to help visitors find a Life Group as quickly and easily as 

possible! Let’s make potential members feel welcome by responding 

promptly to an expression of interest! If you have not yet met them 

face to face, it is a good idea to arrange to meet them after a Sunday 

service at church for coffee and get to know them briefly. They are more 

likely to come to your group if they have met you first. Be warm and 

encouraging, but also allow them the freedom to check out other Life Groups 

if they do not feel comfortable in yours. Be Kingdom minded and help them 

find their place.  

6. LIFE GROUPS FOR EVERYONE  

Our vision is for every person that calls Hope Church home to belong 

to a Life Group. We have a variety of Life Groups that cater to different age 

groups and geographic areas; but these categories are not bound by hard 

and fast rules. Relationships develop organically and do not always fit in 

neat categories. The priority is that every person finds a place where they 

belong at Hope Church! We encourage people to attend a Life Group that 

relate directly to their age-group, volunteer team, or the area in which they 

live.  This helps to facilitate relationships, as people are more likely to cross 

paths naturally and regularly.  

It is important that groups where kids attend:  

• Start and finish at a time that is attractive to families: E.g. 5.30pm – 7.00pm.   

• Ensure the host’s home is left clean and tidy and children honour the home.  

• An idea is to share a ‘pot-luck’ dinner together where everybody brings a plate of 
food. This gives families the option of coming straight from work and allows for a 

reasonable bedtime.  

• Prepare a program for the children, so they look forward to Life Group. Allocate a 
leader to organize a roster and design activities: game, craft, children’s study 
questions, DVD etc.  

• Include the children in your Life group by getting to know their names, what they 

like, which school they attend, etc.   

• Plan social events with the children in mind to build relationships with the families  

e.g. brunch at the beach, meet at the Farmers Market, a braai at someone’s 
house, etc.  
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7. APPRENTICE LEADERS  

“Disciple-making is most effective when it is a team effort.” This is a 

powerful thought for Life Group leaders. Here is a simple saying we use at 

Hope Church: “Never lead alone”. Jesus didn’t lead alone. He had an inner 

circle made up of Peter, James and John who led the 12 disciples with Him. 

When Jesus sent the 12 out (and later the 70) He didn’t send them out alone 

either, rather, He sent them out in two’s. One of the first things a Life Group 

leader should do is find an Apprentice Leader. If you can appoint more than 

one Apprentice Leader, that’s even better! Developing a core leadership 

team for your Life Group will instantly increase it’s potential and capacity for 

ministry.  

When looking for an Apprentice Leader, look for the following:  

• Look for group members who take the group seriously and embrace our 

vision for Life Groups.  

• Look for gifted people that you can recognise and affirm.   

• Pray regularly for new apprentices. (Luke 6:12-16).  

• Observe people in your group as they perform tasks or work with people. 

Give them additional opportunities and responsibilities to see if perhaps 

they have some leadership potential.  

• Try to look for people who exhibit the following spiritual, emotional and  

• social qualifications:  

   Spiritual qualifications  

  Do they see God working in their lives? Are they self-feeders? (Do they  

 consistently spend time nurturing their own spiritual growth through   time 

in God’s Word and prayer?) Are they eager to learn? (Do they    actively 

participate in spiritual discussions?) Do they share the vision    of Life 

Groups?  

   Emotional qualifications  

  Are they secure enough to be vulnerable and honest with the  

 group? Are they emotionally stable? (Are they aware of their own  

 strengths and weaknesses and not subject to mood swings that   affect the 

group dynamic?) How do they respond to confrontation and    character 

development? Defensively? Responsively?  

   Social qualifications  

  Do they openly participate without dominating? (If this is an issue,   

 how did they respond to confrontation on the issue?) Are they able to   

 listen to others in a caring way? Are they able to facilitate discussion?  
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Developing your Apprentice Leader  

• Start by giving little responsibilities and watch how they respond. Then 

begin to enlarge responsibilities by letting him/her lead a portion of the 

discussion, lead the prayer time, etc. If that goes well, have them lead a 

whole night and begin to do it on a rotating basis. Talk about how it went.  

• Ask your Apprentice to give you feedback after you facilitated a Life Group 

Meeting and you can give him/her feedback. Here at Hope Church we have 

a saying; Feedback is the breakfast of champions!   

• Get together & discuss group issues: vision, how he/she thinks things are    

going, ideas to improve, feelings about responsibilities, etc.   

• Work through this manual with your Apprentice.  

• Regularly pray for and encourage your Apprentice Leader.  

• Discuss multiplication & create a plan together as the group grows.  

8. MULTIPLICATION  

8.1  5 WAYS TO MULTIPLY A LIFE GROUP  

It is important and comforting to know there are no rules, only guidelines to 

multiplying your Life Group.  

Multiplying Life Groups is an exciting aspect to Life Group ministry. When a 

leader and group is in the process of multiplying, it means God has already 

been doing great things and it also means He has something new and 

dynamic right around the corner.   

Before we dive in, it’s important to know the ideal way for a new Life Group 

to begin. You always want to launch a new group and have at least 6 people 

in attendance for the initial meetings until the group begins to grow 

numerically.  

1. New leader plant  

A new leader plants a new Life Group with new people (that are not 

members of the original group). This only works with a person that is a 

natural gatherer and connects quickly with new people.  
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  • Note: This is not the most common way to multiply groups. It really 

has to be a person with an uncommon ability to connect with people.  

2. Original leader plant  

A new leader takes over an original Life Group and the former leader starts a 

new group with new people (that are not members of the original group). 

Again, the former leader must be a natural gatherer and must connect 

quickly with new people.  

  • Note: Like the strategy above, this is not the most common way to 

multiply groups.  

3. New leader launch  

A new leader takes around 5 or 6 people from the original group to start a 

new group.   

  • Note: This is one of the easiest ways to multiply a group for the new   

  leader and the original group.   

4. Organic multiplication  

A new leader and the original leader each lead groups by multiplying the 

original group evenly. The main reasons for this type of multiplication is a 

large growing group with a new competent leader ready to lead.  

  • Note: An example of this would be a group with 16 people. The new   

   leader takes 7 and the original leaders takes 7. This is also a very         

   effective way to multiply and start new groups.  

5. Leadership multiplication  

Two (or more) new leaders multiply the original group into two (or more) 

Life Groups. The original leader’s main focus is giving attention to the new 

leaders. This process sometimes may promote the former leader into the 

role of an Area Leader.  

  • Note: This is a Life Group Pastor’s dream scenario.  

In conclusion, the best way to get new groups off the ground is for the 

original group to help the new leader(s) start with a core group of people. 

This is why we suggest new Life Group leaders to have already served for  

2-3 months as Apprentice Leaders in a Life Group. This way, the new Life 

Group leader is already connected relationally to people in the church who 

attend and value Life Groups.  
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8.2  9 TIPS TO ENSURE YOUR LIFE GROUP MULTIPLIES  

1. Launch healthy  

There are different ways to start a new Life Group, but it’s critical to launch 

with a strong core group. To lay the foundation for successful multiplication, 

launch with a core group of at least six committed people who already have 

ownership.  

2. Cast vision  

“What do you mean if we multiply? You mean when!” Groups that talk about 

multiplication openly, early, and often are the ones that end up actually 

doing it.  

3. Make it the mission  

Don’t make it primarily about numbers and percentages; make it about the 

mission of God. Bring clarity to multiplication by showing and planning how 

it contributes to kingdom growth. We want to make space for more people 

to have a place to belong. So others may live!   

4. Turn addition into multiplication  

To create a relentless culture of addition, your group must be living lives 

that say “come see Jesus,” allowing Him to be the magnet that draws 

people.  

Tip: Two examples of how to consistently bring people into your group:  

• Ask, “Whose group are you in?” Have your group members ask at least 

one person every Sunday whose group they’re in. If they’re not in one, 

invite them to yours. If they are in one, talk about group life. Then open up 

space to talk about your group’s experiences together.  

• Think of the people in your life. Then connect how you might actually 

get them to your group.  

5. Have Apprentices  

Jesus sent out his disciples in pairs. This reflects a practically sound 

leadership practice. We all bring strengths and weaknesses to leadership. 

Having one, or more people share responsibilities helps fill in gaps and 

makes for stronger and complementary leadership. It also eases the burden.  

6. Model multiplication through breakouts  

Introduce smaller breakouts times of three to four people regularly into your 

group time.  Even if yours is a group of six, breakouts are the right move. 
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Breakouts prepare for multiplication, create ownership, reduce the number 

of voices in discussions, and allow space for relationship building.  

7. Celebrate multiplication every time  

Make a big deal out of multiplication, not just when your group multiplies, 

but when any group in our church does. Here are some ways to do that:  

• Always throw a launch party. You could even invite other groups.        

(Always first check with your Area Leader(s) before inviting other       

groups.)  

• Invite leaders from other Life Groups whose groups multiplied to tell   

    their story. Share it with your group. They’ll be inspired!   

• Assist your Area Leader(s) in organizing reunion group gatherings within  

  your Area. Pull your family tree together.  

• Blast multiplication on social media.  

8. Move from the couch to the community  

Make it a regular habit for your group to go—as a group—where people who 

are not in your church are. Meeting for breakfast at the Farmers Market, 

playing ten-pin bowling, etc. are great ideas. It’s been said that the “meat is 

in the street.” Christian community is meant to serve as a witness to Jesus, 

but how can it function as it’s supposed to if no one is seeing it? Get your 

group into the community where the power of the Holy Spirit can do 

amazing things.   

9. Pray-Pray-Pray  

No movement happens without God. Pray not only for your group, but also 

for George, or your town.  Get your entire group praying in expectation of 

multiplication and watch God move!  

9. OUR APPROACH TO MAKING IT EASY  

We want to make it easy for people to join a Life Group. It also needs to be 

easy (not tough) for people to leave a Life Group.   

People are busy. They travel for work, or have family commitments. Many 

young parents have small kids with many needs and older kids’ activities can 

keep parents very busy.  For this reason some new people won’t consider 

joining a Life Group because they are afraid of ‘another’ commitment. They 

are nervous that they’ll be expected to attend every week and when they 

can’t make Life Group they’ll be in trouble. (This may even have been their 
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experience at a previous church they belonged to.) We want to make sure 

that in all our communication, we make it clear that if you are part of a Life 

Group at Hope Church, you may attend when you are able to. There is no 

pressure. Our hope is that our Life Groups will be so awesome that people 

make it a weekly priority to attend as they don’t want to miss out! 

Remember, we are trying to imitate the atmosphere we experience during 

our Sunday services.     

It has to be easy for people to leave a Life Group and try alternative Life 

Groups. No matter how good some Life Groups are run, some people may 

feel they don’t belong. This could be because of a variety of reasons & 

seasons of life.  It may take trying 3 or 4 groups before a new person finds a 

Life Group that feels like home. We don’t want to do anything that makes 

those who don’t enjoy their first or second attempt at a Life Group feel guilty 

or uncommitted. They need to know it is okay. We want them to keep trying 

until we get it right. We want to avoid people feeling so bad about leaving a 

Life Group that they don’t want to try alternatives groups.  

Our Life Groups run during our 4 South African school terms. We launch Life 

Groups at the start of each term. It is when we promote this launch that 

most people will find it easy to join a Life Group. We close our Life Group 

ministry at the end of each school term. This is when we want to make it 

easy for people to leave their Life Group if they wanted to. Please chat to 

everyone in your group privately at the end of each school term and ask 

them about their plans for the next term. Will they continue in your Life 

Group, or will they try a new group. Then please inform your Area Leader if 

someone would like to try another group so that together we can assist 

them. In reality, the vast majority will stay with the group they’re already in. 

Only a very small percentage leave their groups. But for those who do, it is a 

big deal. By making it simpler and socially acceptable to make the change, 

we greatly decrease the odds of a one-and-done experience and increase the 

odds that they’ll give another group a shot.    
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RESOURCES  

Attached to this manual are 3 documents we’d like you to read:  

• A fun article about how Walt Disney would have lead a Life Group - ‘Splash 

Mountain Small Groups Hosted by Walt Disney’.  

• Questions about tithing. It is important for Life Group leaders to be able to 

explain the concept of tithing as well as encourage others to be obedient in 

their giving.    

• Understanding the Baptism in the Holy Spirit. We want to encourage you to 

have the confidence to pray for those in your group to be baptised in the 

Spirit and speak in tongues. If you have any questions, or want to be 

prayed for to be filled with the Spirit, please speak to your Area Leaders.   

We strongly suggest you also read a leadership book called, ’it’ - How 

churches & leaders can get it and keep it - by Craig Groeschel   
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Splash Mountain Small Groups Hosted by Walt Disney by 

Derek Olson   

What if Walt Disney was a Small Group Host? This question was bouncing 

around in my head a few weeks ago as I enjoyed a family vacation to 

Disneyland! In fact, I started penning this post as I waited in line for over 60 

minutes to ride the newly renovated “Hyper Space Mountain!” Tens of 

millions of people flock annually to the Disney theme parks that were born 

out of the dream of Walt Disney. So, what if Walt Disney was a small group 

host? Imagine attending his small group on top of splash mountain or 

enjoying community together with his group inside Pirates of the Caribbean! 

While the purpose of a theme park is obviously different than that of a small 

group, I think there is much we can learn from Walt’s vision and leadership 

that we can apply to small group ministry!  

So, if Walt Disney was a small group host, what might his group look like? 

Based on what we know about his theme parks, I think his small group 

might include the following components and aspects…  

• Imagination  

Walt Disney had a dream and began to imagine what could be. Successful 

small group ministry starts with leaders having a dream and catching a 

vision of what dynamic small group ministry looks like!  

• Strategic Planning  

Since its founding in 1955, Disneyland is always building and expanding. A 

dream without action will never happen! Small group leaders need to be 

strategic about planning for their ministries and groups to grow and be all 

that they can be!  

• Excellence  

Disneyland theme parks are known for their world class excellence and 

attention to detail. To create an amazing group atmosphere that makes 

people feel welcome, leaders and hosts should pay attention to details like 

lighting, music, mood and cleanliness.  

• Fun  

Disneyland is known as the “Happiest place on earth” where people come to 

have fun & laugh! Our small groups should be joy filled settings where 

people can laugh during an ice breaker game, eat good food and enjoy 

fellowship with the family of God! After all, we have the greatest treasure to 

celebrate and share – Jesus!  
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• Value for People  

Disneyland values people highly by offering incredible customer service and 

by anticipating and meeting people’s needs. Healthy small groups should roll 

out the red carpet and value people well by going above and beyond to 

serve them!  

• Diversity  

Disneyland draws an international audience of people from all over the world 

– every race and creed. Our small groups should reflect heaven as we 

welcome anyone and everyone who desires to explore the Christian faith and 

grow deeper in Christ and in community!  

• Empowered Leaders  

With operations in more than 40 countries, Disney employs over 166, 000 

employees to make the Disney Dream happen! Healthy small groups identify 

leadership potential and empower leaders to use their gifts and serve in 

ministry!  

Whatever you do, do it well. Do it so well that when people see you 

do it they will want to come back & see you do it again & they will 

want to bring others & show them how well you do what you do.  -

Walt Disney  

QUESTIONS ABOUT TITHING:  

What is tithing?  

Tithe -  means a tenth part.  

What is the difference between a tithe and an offering?  

A tithe is giving the first tenth of my income.                                                                 

An offering is anything I give in addition to my tithe.  

Why should I tithe?  

Because God commands it.                                                                                           “A 

tenth of all your produce is the Lords’s”   Leviticus 27:30  

Because Jesus commanded it.                                                                                        
“Yes, you should tithe, and you shouldn’t leave the more important things undone either.”    

Matthew 23:23  
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Tithing demonstrates that God has first place in your life.   

 “The purpose of tithing is to teach you to always put God first place in your lives.”           

Deuteronomy 14:23  

Tithing reminds me that everything I have was given to me by God.  

“Always remember that it is the Lord your God who gives you the ability to produce wealth”      

Deuteronomy 8:18  

Tithing expresses my love to the Lord.  

“Each of you should bring a gift in proportion to the way the Lord your God has blessed 

you.”     Deuteronomy 16:17  

God says that refusing to tithe is stealing from Him.     

 “God says ‘Will a man rob God? Yet you are robbing me!’ But you ask, ‘How do we rob 

you?’ God says, ‘In tithes and offerings…Bring your whole tithe to My house.’” Malachi 

3:8-10  

Tithing gives God a chance to prove He exists and wants to bless 

you.  

“Bring your whole tithe to My storehouse. Test me in this, says the Lord, and see if I will 

not throw open the floodgates of heaven and pour out so much blessing that you won’t have 

room enough for it!” Malachi 3:10  

What should I tithe?  

The tithe should come from the first part of what I earn. “Honour the Lord by giving him the 

first part of all your income”   Proverbs 3:9-10  

Where should I give my tithe?  

The tithe should be given to my local church where I worship. At Hope church you can give 

via EFT, via our website (www.hopechurch.org.za), or during the Sunday service.  

When should I tithe?  

The tithe should be given weekly or monthly depending on how regularly you receive your 

income. “On the first day of every week, set aside some of what you have earned and give 

it as an offering. The amount depends on how much the Lord has helped you earn.” 1 

Corinthians 16:2   



 

 



 

 



 

 


